
Products manufactured and sold in Fall/Winter 2002 (June 2002 - December 2002)


The limited manufacturing run of Black Diamond 02 Telemark Bindings produced from June 2002 - December 2002 can be identified by the blue color of the toe plate risers and heel levers. All 02 Telemark Bindings with blue toe plate risers and heel levers should be immediately returned for credit to the Black Diamond dealer where the binding was originally purchased.

For help in identifying the product or to find the nearest Black Diamond dealer, please contact Black Diamond Equipment at (801) 278-5533.

Black Diamond Equipment, Ltd. and Fritschi AG Swiss Bindings recommend replacement of the support (red plastic component) of the 2006 model Diamir Axion-82 and 82(Long) Alpine Touring Crampons. Conversions of the support will be made at no charge as a courtesy of Black Diamond and Fritschi AG Swiss Bindings. The updated support contains design and composition changes that increase the reliability and effectiveness of the AT Crampon. These changes were implemented to ensure the integrity of the crampon under certain rigorous conditions. Black Diamond and Fritschi AG Swiss Bindings strongly recommend that the support of the '06 models be replaced and, accordingly, advise against their continued use. Less than 150 pairs of these AT Crampons have been sold in the U.S. The '07 models will be delivered with the updated support.

The '06 identification can be found as shown above. If there are any questions about the identification of the concerned crampons, please contact Black Diamond or its nearest authorized dealer. For exchange of supports, please contact an authorized Black Diamond dealer or Black Diamond's Warranty Department.

Black Diamond is vigilant in ensuring quality and reliability in the equipment it chooses to distribute. Accordingly, it is highly recommended that you abide by the recommended replacement of the supports of the Diamir Axion-82 and 82(Long) '06 AT Crampons.

To locate a dealer: XXXCEFMDPNXUCQIQ

#MBDL%JBNPOE&RVJQNFOU-UE

2084 East 3900 South
Salt Lake City, UT  84124  USA
Phone: (801) 278-5533
8:00-5:00 p.m.  M.D.T.
Fax: (801) 278-5544
E-mail: ski@bdel.com

For non-U.S. inquires, please contact your respective distributor.